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Problem 1 (=Prob 3 from last set) – Non-exhaustible resource

Problem 2: Open access
Consider the following model. There is a continuum of mass 1 of profit maximizing agents each
denoted by i. There is a resource stock S0 at the onset. Extraction from the resource stock can be
performed by anyone in the economy but when doing so the individual (i) incurs a cost of extraction
M(ei) which is strictly increasing and convex. The stock evolves according to

St+1 = St − Et where

Et =

∫ 1

0

et,idi

and the stock cannot go below zero
St+1 ≥ 0.

1. Specify the problem of a single agent.

2. Solve the problem of this agent.

3. What is the general equilibrium price in a single period when demand equals pt = αAEα−1
t ?

4. Characterize the general equilibrium price path. How does it change over time?

5. What is the extraction rate in period t (i.e. Et/St). How does it change over time?

6. Suppose there is an unexpected increase in the resource at time τ . What happens to the price
and the extraction between τ − 1 and τ?

7. How does the price path depend on the discount factor?

Problem 3: Expropriation
A representative firm in a representative country owns a resource stock S0 at t = 0. Extracting from
the resource incurs a cost

M = Eθ, θ > 1.
The resource is sold to profit maximizing competitive firms who produce

F (E) = AEα

units of output where α < 1.They sell their output for a price equal to 1.
The resource stock is governed by:

St+1 = St − Et
St+1 ≥ 0.

The representative government in the representative country has decided and announced to expro-
priate the resource at time T . The date T is known also to the firm and the bounds on T are:

0 < T < T̂ where T̂ =
S0

(αA/θ)
1

θ−α

(*)
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1. Set up the problem of the resource firm when its discount factor is β.

2. Solve the problem and show, in particular, that in general equilibrium

(a) the resource constraint is not binding

(b) characterize the price path

(c) characterize the extraction path

3. How is the price path dependent on the discount factor.

4. Suppose the firm realizes in time t < T that there are an additional s units of the resource in
the deposit. How does that affect the price and extraction path?

5. Suppose T > T̂ . Discuss verbally how the price path would have looked like in this case?

Problem 4 (Bonus): Uncertainty
Suppose that the government is actually made up by two fractions. The one fraction – let’s call it
“socialistic party” – argues for early expropriation with T according to (*). The other fraction – let’s
call it “liberal party” – argues against expropriation in general (i.e. T → ∞). Assume that the firm
knows that the “socialistic party” wins on this issue with probability ρ and the “liberal party” wins
with probability 1− ρ.

1. Suppose the firm has to make a binding extraction plan for all times before it knows which
fraction will actually win on this issue. Solve for the optimal extraction plan of the firm and
characterize the price path.

2. How does the planned extraction path depend on ρ?

3. Suppose the government does not take a decision on this matter until period T , but the decision
then enters into force immediately and for all times. Solve for the optimal extraction plan of
the firm.

4. Compare the path obtained in 1.) and 3.) Discuss.
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